LUXURY SHORT SAFARI

OUT OF THE BOX  AFRICA & ANTARCTICA - 9 NIGHTS

NAMIBIA

CAPE TOWN

ANTARCTICA
“If Antarctica were music, it would be Mozart. Art, and it would be Michelangelo. Literature, and it would be Shakespeare. And yet it is something even greater: the only place on earth that is still as it should be. May we never tame it.”

Andrew Denton
10 days across Africa in a crescendo of emotions and feelings, country after country, landscape after landscape, experience after experience.

As an “out of the box” itinerary, we chose a unique destination that is currently second only to a journey through space...

With this itinerary, we dramatically change the route but not the objective. This is “the journey”, impossible to describe with words. From Namibia to Antarctica, from the desert to the uncontaminated and outstretched Iceland, it’s the journey of sensations, the journey of change, is journey that allows you to deeply understand how beautiful and variegated our planet is!

**ITINERARY:**
1 night Johannesburg
3 nights Namibia, Skeleton coast
1 nights Cape Town
4 nights Antarctica
Four Seasons Westcliff feels like a chic hillside village, with nine sun-splashed villas woven with courtyards, fountains and gardens. Take a ride up the glass elevator for dinner and drinks at View, meet friends for a traditional braai (barbecue) at Flames, or simply step out onto your room’s balcony to enjoy a quiet moment as you admire the endless canopy of Jacaranda trees that stretches out before you, which, come springtime, will blanket the Northern suburb streets in a sea of purple blooms.

SERVICES & FACILITIES INCLUDED
Accommodation in B&B
NAMIBIA - SKELETON COAST - 3 NIGHTS
NAMIBIA
SKELETON COAST

“The earth is not ours, it is a treasure we hold in trust for future generations”. 
Namibia proverb

Face the reality of contrasting landscapes, boundless deserts, and rich colours, where animal and natural species able to adapt live in one of the most arid and inhospitable places of the planet. Lions, black rhinos and elephants have adapted their physical characteristics and habits to the extreme environmental conditions of this fascinating country.

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN THE EXPERIENCE
• The Benguela Current of the Atlantic Ocean clashes with the dune and desert landscape of North-Western Namibia.
• The Skeleton Coast with its huge numbers of stranded whales that lost their lives.
• The desert-adapted wildlife: elephants, rhinos, desert lions, brown hyenas, jackals, giraffes, seals, oryx, kudus and zebras.
• Mowe Bay seal colony - Flamingo pools
• Hoarusib River and the Clay Castel (Castle?)
• Sundowner drive to the dunes
• Conservancy tour in 4x4
THis wildly luxurious camp retains its bush authenticity with grass and canvas walls and spacious living areas that melt into the exquisitely tranquil riverside setting.

Each villa offers panoramic views of the Luangwa River and the abundant wildlife that frequents its banks.

SERVICES & FACILITIES INCLUDED

- Accommodation in all inclusive
- Laundry
- Premium brand drinks
CAPE TOWN

THE CITY OF EVERYTHING

Cape Town can only enchant and leave you breathless, all kinds of landscapes are merged in this incredible city crowned by Table Mountain. It is impossible to get bored, as any activity you love - sports, cultural or artistic, is available!

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN THE EXPERIENCE

• A bird’s eye view of Cape Town in a helicopter
• One hour per day active session of your choice: Yoga, Pilates, Personal Trainer, or guided hike

HIGHLIGHTS

• Table Mountain
• Boulders Beach and its penguin colony
• The wine lands: Stellenbosch, Franschhoek and their vineyards
• District Six museum
• Cape of Good Hope
• Robben Island
Elegant, refined, modern and ultra-equipped, this villa will amaze you with its enchanting beauty and the splendid location in which it was expertly designed.

Each space is described in the smallest detail and designed to blend with the tranquillity of the landscape and the surrounding nature.

SERVICES & FACILITIES INCLUDED

- Butler service
- A private chef to prepare breakfast, lunch and dinner
- Afternoon tea – including aperitifs and cocktails
- Fully stocked pantry
- Full bar – excluding French champagne and premium wine
- Wine tasting experience in our exclusive wine tasting room
- 24/7 Security
- Daily cleaning service
- Laundry
ANTARCTICA - 4 NIGHTS
Elegant, refined, modern and ultra-equipped, this villa will amaze you for its enchanting beauty and the splendid location in which it was expertly designed.

Each space is described in the smallest details and designed to blend with the tranquility of the landscape and the surrounding nature.

SERVICES & FACILITIES INCLUDED

- Butler service
- A private chef to prepare breakfast, lunch and dinner
- Afternoon tea – including aperitifs and cocktails
- Fully stocked pantry
- Full bar – excluding French champagne and premium wine
- Wine tasting experience in our exclusive wine tasting room
- 24/7 Security
- Daily cleaning service
- Laundry

WHITE DESERT CAMP
ANTARCTICA
Stepping onto the ice for the first time can literally take your breath away. The incredible vista of the Drygalski range offers an awe-inspiring start to your expedition.

You will spend the day amongst these giants, learning the basics of cross-country skiing and summitting a small peak, before a short flight to our luxury camp - Whichaway.

On this four-day adventure, we offer you the opportunity to learn from one of the most experienced and accomplished polar explorers of our time - Ben Saunders.
On this four-day adventure, we offer you the opportunity to learn from one of the most experienced and accomplished polar explorers of our time - Ben Saunders.
Ben Saunders is a polar explorer, endurance athlete and motivational speaker who has covered more than 7,000km of Arctic and Antarctic terrain in the past two decades.

As the leader of the longest human-powered polar journey in history, Ben will impart his incredible knowledge of what it takes to survive in Antarctica and teach you the skills of a true polar explorer.
DAILY ACTIVITIES
ARCTIC TRUCKS
The most effective and versatile vehicle in the polar regions is the Arctic truck 6x6. You will learn the nuanced skills of handling one of these machines on the glaciers and rocks of the Schirmacher oasis.

GLACIER TRAVERSE
Learn how to traverse glaciers using crampons and ice axes. Crevasses pose one of the great dangers of exploring in Antarctica and Ben will explain the basics of rope work and polar safety.

CRYSTAL CAVES
Should the weather turn, the only opportunity for shelter is in the ice caves. Explore a stunning network of caves that are unique to this region.

ICE CLIMBING
Antarctica is the last frontier with many unclimbed peaks waiting to be conquered. Learn how to scale walls of ice in this most extraordinary environment.
POLAR NUTRITION

In this extreme environment your body will burn calories at a tremendous rate. Using the latest dehydrated food, we will teach you to eat well despite the conditions.

CAMP OUT

The trip will culminate in a night camping out on the glacier, the perfect opportunity to put your polar skills to the test and appreciate what it takes!

PACKING THE PULKA

When man-hauling to the Pole, your sled is your lifeline. Everything you need will have to fit inside your sled and Ben will teach you how to stay warm and comfortable for your night’s camp out.
“It is not down in any map; true places never are.” Herman Melville
DAY ONE

The flight to Antarctica is 5 hours, crossing the thousands of icebergs spread over the Southern ocean. Halfway through the flight we cross into the polar circle and will experience 24 hours continuous daylight.

Landing on the specialist ice runway, you will be surrounded by the Wolf’s Fang range, a true spectacle of the continent. We spend the afternoon amongst kilometre-high monoliths of rock, before connecting to Whichaway camp.

DAY TWO

Ben will draw on his polar experience to teach you how to survive, and even be comfortable, in Antarctica.

Our first adventure begins at the base of a stunning ‘Nunatak’ mountain. With crampons on your feet and ice-axes in your hands, you will scale a vertical wall of ice and ‘top out’ on the summit.

Returning from the summit, you will be collected by a fleet of Arctic truck 6x6 vehicles and discover just how capable these machines are in this environment. Learn to drive on incredible routes over seemingly impossible terrain!

DAY THREE

Tonight, we camp out! To prepare you, Ben will help you pack your sled and ensure you are ready for one of the most remote campsites on earth. We will cross-country ski (or walk) into the mountains, passing huge cliff faces, wind scoops and iridescent blue ice.

As you close the zip on the door of your tent, you will experience what it is like to be a true explorer.

DAY FOUR

We delve into the ice tunnels and caves near Which away camp, where the white landscape betrays nothing of the extraordinary environment just beneath the surface. Created by melt water, the caves extend for hundreds of metres and are a magical place to explore.

Later that day, we climb across a 200ft rock face that overlooks the ice waves. While the walk is not technically difficult it might get the adrenalin pumping, and will prove the perfect way to complete this unique experience.
OUT OF THE BOX - FACT SHEET

SOUTH AFRICA
HELCIPTER TRANSFER FROM JOHANNESBURG WESTCLIFF TO LANSERIA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
1 NIGHT ACCOMMODATION AT WESTCLIFF FOUR SEASONS JOHANNESBURG, B&B
BOARD YOUR PRIVATE JET AND FLY TO NAMIBIA

NAMIBIA
ARRIVAL AT WINDHOEK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
PRIVATE CHARTER FLIGHT FROM WINDHOEK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TO MOWE BAY AIRSTRIP
45 MINUTES DRIVE IN CLOSED VEHICLE TO ARRIVE AT THE LODGE
3 NIGHTS ACCOMMODATION AT SHIPWRECK LODGE, NAMIBIA
PRIVATE CHARTER FLIGHT FROM MOWE BAY AIRSTRIP TO WINDHOEK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
DEPART ON YOUR PRIVATE JET FOR CAPE TOWN

SOUTH AFRICA
ARRIVAL AT CAPE TOWN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
1 NIGHT ACCOMMODATION AT MOONDANCE PRIVATE VILLA, ALL INCLUSIVE
HELCIPTER TOUR OF CAPE TOWN

ANTARCTICA
• Safety briefing in Cape Town.
• Return transfers for Antarctica flights.
• Return flight to Antarctica, including a 30kg baggage allowance.
• All accommodation, food and drink (including all alcohol) in Antarctica.
• All guiding fees, support of field guides and logistics staff.
• The use of certain items of polar clothing, as denoted on equipment list.

EXCLUDED:
• International flight
• Country Visas
• Commercial flights to and from Cape Town, South Africa
• Polar clothing
• Comprehensive insurance cover.
• Additional expenses incurred in Cape Town due to any delay.
• Additional baggage costs over the agreed amount.
• Cost of the use of a satellite phone whilst in Antarctica.

BASED ON 4 PAX $67,500.00 PER PERSON
BASED ON 6 PAX $58,000.00 PER PERSON
BASED ON 8 PAX $56,400.00 PER PERSON
HAWKER 800XP
- Business or leisure
- Spacious
- Well-appointed cabin
- Stand-up interior cabin for up to 8 passengers
- Full-service galley
- Cabin access to the internal baggage compartment
- Mid-sized private jet
- Available for 4 or 6 persons

CHALLENGER 350
- Revolutionary winglets boosting aircraft range and fuel efficiency
- Unparalleled ergonomics and increased natural lighting redefining comfort.
- State of the art entertainment system
- Blu ray player
- High definition monitors and surround sound
- Available for 8 persons
A SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL OUR PARTNERS
THE EXPERIENCE YOU WILL NEVER FORGET

2nd Floor, Kilimani Plaza
Nyerere Road
Zanzibar, Tanzania

+255 756 996 644
+255 778 178 278 - WhatsApp

reservations@luxuryshortsafari.com
www.luxuryshortsafari.com